
Teams Manual for 6, 8, 10 or 12 Tables

[M137 (6)]

Type of movement: 6 Table Stagger, 25 Boards

Lay out of tables: Two rows - table 4 opposite table 1, 5 & 2, 6 & 3. 

Set out boards: 3 sets of 5 for the first half and 3 sets of 5 for the second half.

                   Tables 4,5,6 share with Tables 1,2,3 respectively.

                   NS on tables 1 thru' 3 should control the movement of the boards.

Starting positions:  Boards remain, EW down 2 tables and enter EBU numbers

Pair movement: Continue for 2 rounds with pairs down 2 & boards down 1.

                                               After 2 rounds return to home table (score break). 

                                               After the score break pairs move down 1 table thereafter down 2 tables.

[M137 (8)]

Type of movement: 8 Table Stagger, 27 Boards

Lay out of tables: Two rows - table 5 opposite table 1, 6 & 2, 7 & 3, 8 & 4. 

Set out boards: 4 sets of 4 for the first half and 4 sets of 4 for the second half.

                   Tables 5,6,7,8 share with Tables 1,2,3,4 respectively.

                   NS on tables 1 thru' 4 should control the movement of the boards.

Starting positions:  Boards remain, EW down 2 tables and enter EBU numbers

Pair movement: Continue for 3 rounds with pairs down 2 & boards down 1.

                                               After 3 rounds return to home table (score break). 

                                               After the score break pairs move down 1 table thereafter down 2 tables.

[M137 (10)]

Type of movement: 10 Tables – Stagger, 27 Boards

Set out boards: 5 sets of 3 for the first half and 5 sets of 3 for the second half.

Tables 6,7,8,9,10 share with Tables 1,2,3,4,5 respectively.

NS on tables 1 through 5 should control the movement of the boards.

Starting positions: Boards remain, EW down 2 tables then enter EBU numbers.

Pair movement: Continue for four rounds with pairs down 2 & boards down 1.

                                               After 4 rounds return to home table (score break). 

                                               After the score break pairs move down 1 table thereafter down 2 tables.



[M137 (12)]

Type of movement: 12 Tables – Stagger, 26 Boards

Set out boards: 6 sets of 3 boards for the first half and 6 sets of 3* for the second half.

* In 2nd half board sets should have the highest numbered board removed

 so only 2 boards per round are played. The missing board entered as not played.

Tables 7,8,9,10,11 & 12 share with Tables 1,2,3,4,5 & 6 respectively

  NS on tables 1 through 6 should control the movement of the boards.

Starting positions: Boards remain, EW down 2 tables then enter EBU numbers.

Pair movement: Continue for 5 rounds with pairs down 2 & boards down 1.

 After 5 rounds return to home table (score break). 

                                               After the score break pairs move down 1 table thereafter down 2 tables.


